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Logline 
 

In the heart of Antigua, Guatemala, a humble park plays an international intersection as 
tourists stroll through the center of the centuries old town. Beneath the shade of trees, day 
in and out, indigenous children shine shoes, sell ice creams and trinkets while dodging the 
patrol of local police attempting to shut them down. 
 

 

Synopsis 
 

Nestled in a valley surrounded by three volcanoes and located less than forty kilometers from 
Guatemala City, Antigua is the former Spanish colonial capital of Guatemala. Currently an 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, the city is a popular tourism hub featuring colonial architecture 
and ruins alongside bustling bars, hotels, and restaurants. With the relative wealth of the people 
passing through, many indigenous families from the economically disadvantaged surrounding 
farmlands send their children to live and work in the city to earn extra income, most of which is 
sent back home to help support the rest of the family. 
  
Domingo, who runs his father’s ice cream cart, Yesenia, who sells scarves and weaves traditional 
braids, and brothers Miguel and Hugo, who shine shoes, are four such children. It is through 
their day that we get a glimpse of the wider workings of the city. 
 
Starting from the perspective of the children and the park - the center of the city – the film 
branches out to look at other aspects of the working economy. Artists, street food vendors, and 
concierges support themselves through work often related to the tourists passing through the 
city, but local government seeks to control these often indigenous workers’ ability to survive 
financially. Back in the park the children are harassed by the local tourist police who are there to 
protect the tourist industry over these indigenous Guatemalans, a form of modern-day 
colonialism. 
 
As night falls, the wealthy visitors to the city eat at fancy restaurants and dance at the several 
new foreign-owned night clubs popping up in town while our heroes fall asleep in concrete 
rooms. In this contrast the film depicts the opposing perspectives on history, colonialism, 
poverty, and image – of the city and of the people who live and work there. 
  
With a more suggestive than explanatory approach, the audience gets an emotional and 
physically immersive sense of the lives of the central children and the rhythms of the city as a 
whole.  The experimental ethnographic elements combine with the city symphony aspects to 
give the viewer both a visceral and a considered experience. 
 
 
 
 



Filmmaker Statement: Ricardo Gaona (Writer/Director) 
 

Parque Central  shares a world often ignored, populated by people used as political talking 
points. Domingo, Yesenia, Hugo and Miguel are human beings working  to better their lives and 
the lives of their families. They’ve invited us to briefly share in their every day and it’s our 
responsibility to celebrate them and not treat them as an isolated image of poverty. A person’s 
worth is not determined by an onlooker’s judgement, but is inherent to their existence. 
 
Regardless of the story, my goal is to use cinema to search for and recognize humanity. I’m 
grateful for the privilege to work with such amazing people and share their stories with you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Filmmaker Magazine’s 25 New Faces 2016: Parque Central  Director Ricardo Gaona 
 

Ricardo Gaona’s Parque Central  was sparked from a non-working trip to Guatemala. There, he 
quickly ran into the city’s formidable array of street and park workers, many of them young 
children. “Because I wear cowboy boots every day, I was getting hit on to get my shoes shined 
eight to 10 times a day — mostly because I can’t say no,” he says. At a bar, Gaona listened to 
some patrons who argued that this labor force was a good thing for the country as it inculcated a 
good “work ethic” in its youth. During the resulting argument, a worker introduced himself and 
offered to connect Gaona with the kids. The resulting documentary begins with a wordless, 
15-minute introduction of its Guatemalan characters — shoeshine boys, a girl selling braids, a 
shaved-ice vendor — getting ready for their day before converging at the title site in Antigua. 
The remaining hour of the brisk, experiential and formidably well-shot (by editor/DP/producer 
Sean Gillane) documentary likewise mostly eschews words and overt angry sentiments for an 
immersively stitched-together day-in the-life of the tourist paradise’s most necessarily canny 
subsistence laborers. 

Parque Central  isn’t technically Gaona’s first film. Born in Los Angeles to an immigrant mother 
from Palestine’s Armenian quarter and a Mexican father born in St. Louis, Gaona’s path to this 
film included time at UCLA, stints working as a PA on music videos and a decade as a personal 
assistant. During that time, he also made a short film, The Suit , which “started off as this cute 
little thing that I thought could be done and” (at the DP’s insistence) “turned into two five-ton 
trucks” and a 50-person crew; as a result, postproduction was skimped on. The short showed at 
the Cannes Short Film Corner, but Gaona couldn’t afford to attend. 

Parque Central  takes the exact opposite approach: shot by Gaona and Gillane with assists from 
producers on the ground, with production started on the director’s own dime and 
postproduction enabled by a $15,000 Kickstarter. The economic gap between Antigua’s 
unlicensed street workers (Gaona pays his subjects, in part to mitigate exploitation and the 
value of any work they may lose) and virtually everyone else in the park is emphasized 
wordlessly, as in a shot in which a 10-year-old boy shines shoes while trying to not be distracted 
by the playing children behind him. 

The coup de grace comes from voiceover comments from the film’s sole interview proper, with 
Antigua Tours founder/owner Elizabeth Bell. A resident of the city since 1969, Bell’s 
condescending, tone-deaf comments attempt to mitigate any claims of class exploitation or 
racial tension, allowing the film to launch an attack on systemic inequity without resorting to 
didactic voiceover or musical pathos-underlining; at one point, she observes that “colonialism is 
not too popular, I would say, in general terms.” 

The film has been winnowed down from its original, too-ambitious conception as a three-hour, 
experimental-leaning doc contextualizing Antigua within the surrounding geographical and 
historical landscape into its current lean form. With color correction locked by the end of June, 
Gaona has now turned his attention to finding the right festival to launch at. Multiple future 
projects, both abroad (in Mexico and Cuba, among other places) and at home in L.A., are being 
contemplated.  - Vadim Rizov, Filmmaker Magazine 



 

About The Filmmakers 

 
Ricardo Gaona (Writer/Director/Producer) 

 
Ricardo Gaona is one of Filmmaker Magazine’s 2016 New 
Faces of Independent Film. After making a short film that 
played in the Cannes Short Film Corner and working 
various jobs in the film industry, Ricardo created Bread & 
Roses Entertainment, a production company dedicated to 
telling stories about those trapped in the margins. Likes 
the pier, hates the beach.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sean Gillane (Cinematographer/ Editor/Producer) 
 

Sean Gillane is a Oakland based filmmaker working in 
both the advertising and film worlds. Over the last few 
years he’s been primarily based in post-production where 
he acted as editor on two Independent Spirit Award 
nominated narrative features: Dave Boyle’s Man From 
Reno  (Los Angeles Film Fest 2014, Jury Award Best 
Narrative Feature) and Jennifer Phang’s Advantageous 
(Sundance 2015, a Jury Award Winner in US Dramatic 
Competition). He also shot and co-wrote the 2011 award 
winning documentary feature Corner Store  (directed by 
Katherine Bruens). 
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